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Beamline Instrumentation
COMPACT LINEAR STAGE POSITIONS X-RAY DETECTORS FOR ANALYSING THE INTERACTIONS OF
FEL SYNCHROTRON RADIATION WITH MATTER

A linear stage from PI miCos enables scientists to study phenomena in molecular physics
in the femtosecond range. Requirements are quite demanding here: Components for an
experiment setup with intensive X-ray laser pulses have to be tuned accordingly.
A new experiment is currently being set up at the Atomic, Molecular & Optical Science Beamline
(AMO) of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), part of the SLAC (Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center); its purpose is to give insight into the interaction of FEL synchrotron radiation with atoms,
molecules and clusters.
The LCLS is a free-electron laser source (FEL) and produces synchrotron radiation of extremely high
brilliance. It emits a radiation of 0.15 nm wavelength with pulses in the femtosecond range. With its
radiation, a wide range of new experiments can be effected, e.g. in nonlinear X-ray physics and for
single-shot imaging of nanometer structures. Using this technology, scientists can, for example, trace
the movement and position of atoms within one complex molecule.
Reactions that are triggered by laser radiation in the sample are examined using electron and ion
spectroscopies or X-ray diffraction. "For simultaneously recording scattered X-ray photons on the one
hand, and ions and electrons from the interaction of the intense X-ray pulses with the sample on the
other hand, a pnCCD camera, which is a highly sensitive X-ray camera, has to be positioned very
precisely and with highest repeatability", explains Christoph Bostedt, Senior Staff Scientist at LCLS.
The camera records an entire spectrum on one pixel at very high frame rates of 1000 images per
second. Due to the parallel architecture of the detector, the main laser beam can pass between the
detector parts without damaging them.

PRECISELY TUNED TO X-RAY SCATTERING

For positioning the two detectors, PI miCos developed a compact linear stage that features a guiding
and two separate moving plates. The detectors are able to move independently over a travel range of
50mm. They touch each other in the 0 "closed" position; the maximum distance between the
detectors is 100mm. The motion of the platforms is controlled by an absolute measuring linear
encoder with 50nm resolution.
When positioning both detectors accordingly, the scattered X-ray beams can be recorded at a wide
angle range and can be evaluated spatially and spectrally.
The linear stage is designed for ultrahigh vacuum to 10-9 hPa and is made of stainless steel.
NANO POSITIONING SYSTEMS

Warsash Scientific offer a wide variety of standard piezostage systems as well as custom tailored
solutions from PI and Pi miCos. These piezo stage positioners and scanners with frictionless flexure
guidance are decidedly superior to positioners with conventional guiding systems in terms of
resolution, reproducibility, straightness and flatness.
We offer a wide selection of innovative precision positioning systems such as miniature linear slides,
precision rotary stages, hybrid ultra-precision positioning systems for science and industry. Products

range from ceramic linear motors to motorised actuators, translation stages, rotation stages and
include systems with integrated controllers.
For more information, contact Warsash Scientific on +61 2 9319 0122 or sales@warsash.com.au.

